Communications: CREATE STEM Success Initiative Year 1

Campus Media Placements

A Lever for Local STEM Education, This Week @ UC San Diego, January 9, 2014
Connecting for the ‘Common Core’ Good, This Week @ UC San Diego, May 8, 2014

Local Media Placements

Can We Solve San Diego’s Math Problem Together? Commentary, San Diego Union-Tribune, May 23, 2014
KFMB INNOVATE 8, a project of San Diego County Office of Education and UC San Diego

Education Publications

CIVIL RIGHTS: From Denial to Creation: Meeting the Opportunity Goals of Title VI Today, Anthropology News, June 25, 2014

CREATE Communications

CREATE CONNECTIONS Quarterly Newsletter: a newsletter produced by CREATE for sharing the CSSI efforts with the community.
CREATE Blog at Wordpress.com: featured CSSI Year 1 blog posts below.

Making Waves: Engaging teachers as scientists transitioning to the Next Generation Science Standards

After School Computer Science Program Helps Gompers’ Students Crack the Code

Doing a Deep Dive: Biology Teachers Explore Antarctic Invertebrates at SIO

Laying the Foundation for Studying the Stars

Oh, what a night! Vista Unified’s STEM Fest Connects a Community

Let Me Explain: Students Provide Science Instruction for New Imperial Valley Discovery Zone

Building Science Exhibits: Imperial Valley Students Explore What Works
Minding the Math Gap: Students + Campus Resources = the ERC/CREATE Math Tutor Corps

Making an IMPACT: UC San Diego Tritons Model Fitness, Achievement at Edison Elementary

CREATE STEM Success Partner Spotlight: Ed Abeyta, Director of K-16 Programs, UC San Diego Extension
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